Fire Department new addition
March 27, 2018

Present: Corlis West, Rolf Carlson, Barb Crow
Absent: Dave Mount, Penny Morton
Also Present: Rob Peldo, Robert Engelson, Travis Stolp, Clerk Ann K. Cox

The Fire Department recommends TNT Aggregates as the lowest bidder.

Rolf Carlson made a motion to accept the recommendation from the Fire Department and accept the bid from TNT Aggregates for $330,000. Barb Crow seconded.

Discussion
Question what is Criteria for Compliance: it is a certification of compliance that covers approximately 4 pages of requirements including but not limited to compliance with workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance requirements, a valid tax identification number and certificate of authority to transact business in Minnesota.

Bonding went through TNT Aggregates but the project will be done by Hammerlund.

Vote on the Motion: Motion passed unanimously.

By Ann K. Cox
Clerk, Town of Duluth